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The first works devoted to the problem of approximation of functions 
on R were written by Serge Bernstein in the thirties. He considered the 
space of entire functions of exponential type as a tool of approximation. 
But during the last decades splines have been used more and more often 
as an approximating set. Spaces of entire functions and splines are of 
infinite dimension and quantities, characterizing the corresponding ap- 
proximation, are expressed in terms reflecting the inner structure of the 
approximating set (such as order of the entire function or density of 
distribution of spline knots). The following question arises: how can we 
compare these methods of approximation? 
We represent an approach to this problem which is connected with the 
concept of average dimension. C. Shannon was the first to consider the 
problem of average characteristics, which was connected with the notion 
of “average entropy.” A. Kolmogorov introduced the nonrandom ver- 
sion of this concept and the first result in that direction was obtained by 
Tikhomirov (1957). An analogous characteristic, namely average dimen- 
sion, which is based on the notion of Kolmogorov’s n-width, was pro- 
posed by Tikhomirov (1980) and the program of exploration was outlined 
(see also Tikhomirov, 1983). The works of Tikhomirov’s students (Dinh- 
Dung and Magaril-Il’yaev, 1979; Le Chong Tung, 1980; Dinh-Dung, 1980) 
were devoted to the calculation of average and a-average dimensions of 
some classes of functions. 
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The program connected with the calculation of various average widths 
and the description of optimal subspaces and operators has been realized 
by G. G. Magaril-11’ yaev during the last 3 years. 
Currently, similar problems are also being considered at Beijing Nor- 
mal University by Sun Yongsheng and his students. 
In this paper we give the main results obtained by Magaril-Il’yaev. 
Most of them were formulated earlier in Magaril-Il’yaev (1990, 1991).* 
1. ~-AVERAGE DIMENSION 
The average characteristic of some set M in a normed linear space of 
functions on R is constructed in a general way as follows. We restrict M to 
[-a, a], denote this restriction as Ma, and if the characteristic a(M,J (in 
the averaging of which we are interested) is finite then the limit (in some 
sense) of ratio a(MJl2a as (Y ---* CQ is the corresponding average character- 
istic of M. This approach is natural if a(M,) = a, but often this relation is 
not valid. Besides, restrictions to intervals [-a, a] are not the only possi- 
bility. 
Now we shall give the general scheme of construction of q-average 
dimension in a normed linear space. 
1.1. First of all we give some general definitions. Let (X, 11 * (1) be a 
normed linear space. We make use of the following notations: 
BX := {x E 4 ]lx]l 5 1) is the unit ball in X, 
Lin(X) is the set of overall linear subspaces of X, 
Lin,(X) := {L E Lin(X)ldim L 5 n}, n E 2, := (0, 1, 2, . ..}. 
d(C, A, x) := SuP,,c 1 yEA ‘nf 11.x - y]I is the deviation of C c X from 
A CX, 
d,(C, X) : = inf{d(C, L, X)(L E Lin,(X)} is the Kolmogorov n-width of 
C in X, 
x(X, Y) is the set of overall continuous linear operators of normed 
linear space X into normed linear space Y. 
1.2.LetXbeanormedlinearspace,X:=[W+:=[O,m)orZ+,and8:= 
= {Pa}aEa be a family of continuous linear projections in X such that 
(4 lIPall = 1, b E Jf; (b) P, oP,g = P,, cd 2 CY. (1) 
EXAMPLE 1. X = Lp (W), 1 5 p 5 m, N = R+, P, x(e) := X,(e) x(a), 
where X,(a) is the characteristic function of the interval [-a, a]. 
EXAMPLE 2. X = L,,(R), 1 5 p 5 m,N = Z+, P&e):= 2" EjczXj(*) 
-f$?-” X(T)&, where Xj(*) is the characteristic function of the interval 
(Jz-“, (j + 1)2-a], j E z. 
* The proofs are contained in Magarul Il’yaev (1991), Average dimension, widths, and 
optimal recovery of Soboler classes on the whole line, Mat. S. 182 (ll), 1635-1656. 
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Set 
Linc(X, 9’) : = {L E Lin (X) ( restriction 9, to L is a compact operator for 
all (Y E N}. Let L E Lint (X, C?). Then P,(L fl BX) is relatively compact 
and therefore the quantity 
G&((Y, L, X, 9) := min {n E Z+(d,(P,(L fl BX), X) < E} 
is finite for every (Y E X and E > 0. 
It is easily verified that the function (Y + %,(a, L, X, GP) is nondecreas- 
ing and the function E + C&((Y) L, X, 8) is nonincreasing. 
Let @ denote a set of overall positive nondecreasing functions cp(*) on R’ 
for which cp(t) * a as c --, ~0. Let L E Lint (X, 8) and cp(*) E a. We call 
the quantity 
dim(L, X, 9, cp(*)) := lim lim inf ‘E((Y’ L’ x’ ‘) 
cro cl-+% da) 
the (o-average dimension of L in X (with respect to 9). 
If G? is as in Example 1, and cp(cr) = 2a, then it is a slight modification of 
definition given by Tikhomirov (1980). 
We write dim (L, L,(R), cp(.)) if C?? is the same as in Example 1, and 7 
dim (L, L,,(R)) if in addition p(a) = 2cr. 
1.3. The spaces of splines and entire functions: Set 
a := {r := {rj}j,z ( tj < tj+i, Vj E Z, and lfjl+ m as Ij( + co}. 
For each 5 = {tj}jez E B and m E E, let ST (R) be the space of cardinal 
polynomial splines of degree m with knots at tj, j E Z. If tj = 0 + jh for 
some h > 0 and 8 E [0, h) we write Sf;h (R) or ST (Iw) If e = O. 
We denote iV(k, a) as the number of ljomts of 4 E E which are in [-a, 
ffl. 
Let 8,(R) (a > 0) denote the restriction to R on the space of entire 
functions of exponential type (+. 
LEMMA 1. Let1~ps30,mEZ+,5E8,cp(.)E~,andu>O.Then 
N(5, 4 
(a) dim(SF(R) n L,(R), L&R), (o(e)) = li%mf co(a), 
in particular, 
(b) dim (S;;lh(R) n L,(R), LJUQ) = h-l, 
T 
dun (8~ (R) n L, (R), L,(R)) =$ 
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In fact, the case p = ~0 in (b) was considered by Tikhomirov (1957). The 
case 1 < p < CC follows from Dinh-Dung (1980) where in fact the more 
general formula was proved, namely 
m 
where G C R is a bounded Jordan measurable set, mes G denotes Le- 
besque measure, and BGp is a set of functions from LP(R) whose Fourier 
transform is contained in G. But for any Lebesque measurable set this 
result generally is not valid. For example, if G is a closed set then formula 
(2) is false for 1 5 p < 2, and is true for p = 03, but the corresponding 
result is unknown for 2 I p < x (see Gulisashvili (1991)). 
2. DEFINITIONS OF V-WIDTHS 
Let (X, 11*(1) be a normed linear space, 9 a family of continuous projec- 
tions in X satisfying (l), C a centrally symmetric subset of X, cp(.) E @, 
and v > 0. 
The Kolmogorov q-average v-width of C in X with respect to 9 is the 
quantity 
d: (C, X, 9) := inf sup inf 11x - ~(1, 
L EC yEL 
where the infimum is taken over all subspaces L E Lint (X, 9) such that 
dim (L, X, 9, cp(*)) 5 v. If the infimum is attained by some L, then L is 
called an optimal subspace for d$ (C, X, 8). 
The linear q-average v-width of C and X with respect to 9 is the quan- 
tity 
A? (c, x, 9) := ,‘y”zf, “1;F 11X - hull, 
where the infimum is taken over all couples ( Y, A) such that Y is a normed 
linear space, Y C X (in the sense of continuous embedding), C C Y, A E 
L( Y, X), Im A E Lint (X, Y), and dim (Im A, X, 9, cp(*)) 5 v. 
If the infimum is attained by some couple (Y, A), then (Y, A) is called an 
optimal couple for AZ (C, X, 9). 
The Bernstein p-average v-width of C in X with respect to 9 is the 
quantity 
b% (C, X, 9) := sup sup {A > 0 I L n A BX c C}, 
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where the supremum is taken over all subspaces L E Lint (X, 9) such 
that dim (L, X, 9, cp(*)) > v and d$ (L fl BX, X, 8) = 1. 
If X = L,(R) and 8 is as in Example 1, then symbol 8 is omitted, and if 
in addition (o(a) = 2a, then we write 2, (...), h, (...), %, (...) in place of dZ 
(...), A: (...), b$ (...), respectively. 
3. THE FORMULATION OFTHE MAINRESULTS 
Let 1 I p I 03, r E N, and Wi (54) denote the Sobolev space of real- 
valued functions x(e) on R such that x(a) E L,(R), xc’-*) (*) is locally 
absolutely continuous on CR and z@(n) E L,(R). It is a Banach space with 
THEOREMS. LetlIp=q~worl~p<qI2,rEN,cp(.)E~,and 
ZJ > 0. Then df (WL (R), L,(R)) < ~0 if and only ifp(a) 5 CY. Furthermore, if 
$44 = (Y, then 
THEOREM 2. Let 1 I p 5 03, r E N, and v > 0. Then 
&(W~(f@), L,(R)) = ~,(W#V, L,(W) = &W~(R), L,(R)) = A@, W’, 
where A(P, r) = 2-’ II~*)II+,,~~cJJJ, and J(e) is the unique solution of the 
extremal problem’ 
llxc)lILp([oJl) -+ sup lGEwllLp([o.ll) 5 17 
xql-(-1)3/2) = 0 ) 
OSilr- 1. 
In particular, 
A(1, r) = A(w, r) = c’K, (K, := ; $-1)j@+lJ (2j + l)-“‘i’), 
J 
A(2, r) = vr-’ and A(p, 1) = p sin p(p - I)‘@ for 1 < p < a 
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The couple (%$(lR), A), where A is the operator determined by interpo- 
lationfiom Sic’ (R) rl L,, CR) to x(a) E Wr#!) at the tk = k/v + (l-(-1)3/ 
4v, k E Z, is optimalfor A, (srEI;(R), L,(R)). 
The couple (W&R), H), where H: “Itr#!) + 8,,,(R) fl L*(R) determined 
by formula FHx(-): = X, (a) Fx(*) (F is the Fourier transform and X,,(*)js 
the characteristic function of the interval [-ITV, TV]), is optimal for A, 
WHW, J52w. 
Forp = 1,2, m and m 2 r - 1 the spaces S$,(lR) rl L,(R) and Z’,,(R) fl 
L,(R) are optimal for Z,(WL(R), L,(R)). 
Now we formulate several theorems which are used to prove Theorem 
2. The first is a general result concerning the lower bound for the Kolmo- 
gorov v-width. 
THEOREM 3. Let X be a normed linear space, 9 = {Pa}aEX be a family 
of continuous projections in X satisfying (l), L E Lin(X), q(a) E Cp, v > 0, 
andfor every Q E X let there exist Q0 E Lin(P,(L)), dime, < cQ, and T, E 
Y(P,(L),L) such that P,T, is the identity and lim inf,, (dim Q,/q(a)) > v. 
Then 
On the basis of Theorem 3 we obtain the following result. 
THEOREMd. LetlspIm,mEZ+,~E8,cp(.)E~,v>O, 
dim(S’$2) fl L,(R), L,(R), cp(*)) > v, and (T/T > v. Then 
(a) &$W> n &4W, L,(W) = 1; 
(b) c&w n ~~p(W, L,(W) = 1. 
This theorem is analogous to Tikhomirov’s theorem on the n-width of the 
unit ball for SglR) n L,(R) and 8,(R) n LJR). 
THEOREM 5. Let 1 < p s m, r E N, and v > 0. There exists a subspace 
L C W;(R) such that L E Linc(LJR)), dim(L, L,(R)) = v, and for every 
x(e) E L the following inequality holds: 
Ilx”‘(*)IIL,cw - /qp, r) < -L- IIxc)IlL,,w~~ (3) 
where A(p, r) is deJined in Theorem 2. 
The inequality (3) is a Bernstein-type inequality and its proof is based 
on a periodic version of this statement: 
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which holds for some 2n-dimensional subspaces of LP ([-GT, ~1). In the 
proof of the last inequality the results of Buslaev and Tikhomirov (1990) 
are used. 
THEOREM 6. Let 1 5 p 5 =, r E N, and h > 0. Then for each x(*) E 
W@8) there exists the unique spline s(x(.);) E S;l-’ (R) fl L,(W) such that 
s(x(*), kh + (l-(-l)?h/4) = x (kh + (I-(-l)‘)h/4), k E h, andfurther- 
more 
b(.> - s(x(-);)ll+, 5 A(p, dh’, (4) 
where A(p, r) is defined above. 
The periodic analogue of this result is proved in Tikhomirov (1959) for p 
= cc, in Korneichuk (1977) for p = 1, and in Buslaev and Tikhomirov 
(1990) for 1 <p < cc). 
The inequality (4) for p = 1 is due to Li Chun (1989), for p = 2 is due to 
Sun Yongsheng and Li Chun, and for p = ~0 is due to Sun Yongsheng 
(1986). 
Note that from Krein’s (1938) theorem and Lemma 1 it follows that 
%,,(R) II L,,(R) is the optimal space for p = 1 and a in Theorem 2. 
The fact that spaces S;t,(R) fl L,(R) are optimal forp = 1,2, x and m z 
r - 1 means that 
4yxm S% (R) n L,(R), L,(R)) = 2 v-r. 
For p = 1, x it is proved in Magaril-Il’yaev (1992) and Magaril-Il’yaev 
and Tikhomirov (to appear), and (including the case p = 2) in Sun Yong- 
sheng and Li Chun (1990). 
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